A novel approach for estimating 3D lip posture from monocular video sequences is presented. The lips are modeled as a four body closed kinematic chain with each body possessing translational, rotational and prismatic (to account for deformations) degrees of freedom. Geometric constraints relating these bodies to each other, and to the face as a whole, are used to constrain the space of possible lip postures recovered from each image. These constraints are used with the recently proposed Expectation Constrained Maximization algorithm to estimate the lip posture from video frames that have been processed (using a color segmentation algorithm described here) to identify lip regions.
Introduction
This paper presents a new algorithm for estimating three-dimensional lip posture from video sequences. We model the lips as four interconnected bodies forming a closed kinematic chain in three-dimensional space. The bodies, or components, two for the upper, and two for the lower lip, possess translational, rotational and prismatic (i.e. sliding, to account for deformations) degrees of freedom. A set of model parameters determines the positions and orientations of these 3D components. These parameters are governed by a set of kinematic constraints enforcing the geometric structure of the lip components and their placement in the face. When imaged, lips in a face project to regions in the imaging plane. A color segmentation algorithm (described in Section 2) is used to identify these regions in video images. Our kinematic model is then used with the recently proposed Expectation Constrained Maximization (ECM) algorithm [11] to estimate the model parameter values using the segmented images. The use of kinematic constraints ensures that the recovered model parameters correspond to physically meaningful lip postures. Results demonstrate the efficacy of our approach indicating that model parameters, specifying three-dimensional lip position, can be estimated from realistic image data. Recovery of these lip parameters is important for many applications including visually assisted speech recognition (speechreading), expression recognition for intelligent interfaces, facial animation and low bit-rate video coding.
The computer vision literature is rich with techniques for facial analysis and synthesis. These include parametric flow models [3] , optical flow with a finite element face model [6] and a finite element model for the lips [2] . Deformable contours, coupled with Kalman filtering schemes [18, 12] have been employed to track facial movement in general and lips in particular. Detailed physically based facial models [19, 20, 16] have proven successful, especially for face synthesis activities. Point features are discussed in [13] in the context of face tracking and synthesis. A region based approach is adopted in [15] and used for tracking and analysis.
Like [15] , we adopt regions as our underlying image "features." Regions (in our case, corresponding to lip segments) can be reliably extracted from images and provide robust evidence for object structure and posture. In our approach, however, we couple regions with a kinematic model of object structure. The use of a 3D model provides support against problems such as image noise and object occlusion, as well as avoiding issues such as image registration that must be addressed by appearance based methods.
The paper is organized as follows. Extraction of lip regions is outlined in Section 2 and the ECM algorithm is briefly reviewed in Section 3. Our kinematic lip model is then presented in Section 4, with results offered in Section 5. A summary concludes the paper.
Segmentation
Our algorithm requires segments corresponding to the mouth region along with some head orientation parameters. To provide a meaningful testbed, we have implemented both a color-based segmentation scheme and a simple correlation eye-tracker. (Eye locations provide enough head orientation information for use in our prototype development.) Together, these provide realistic raw measurements supporting adequate evaluation of our modeling approach.
We have developed a statistical, adaptive, color based segmentation scheme. Each pixel is characterized by a "feature" vector, namely, the average normalized color,´ ÒÖ Ò µ determined by averaging the normalized color, ÒÖ Ê Ê· · and Ò Ê· · (where Ê are the original color values at a pixel) in a small region around each pixel, e.g., a 5 by 5 neighborhood. Several classes, representing areas of interest in the face, are maintained. Each is characterized by a "feature" mean vector and covariance. Three such classes are employed, one for the lips and two for skin pixels accounting for the variability of skin color over the entire face. A user identifies areas of the head that correspond to these classes in the first frame of the sequence and the system determines the initial class statistics using this training data. Subsequent frames are automatically segmented as follows.
First, the head is segmented from the background using difference imaging between a background (i.e. object free) frame and the current frame. Next, a feature vector, i.e. the average normalized red and green values in a neighborhood of the pixel, is computed for each pixel in the input image. Each pixel is then classified as belonging to that class such that
½ ¾ ¿ is the set of class indexes and ¦ is the covariance matrix of the th class. Once all pixels have been classified, we perform a recursive update of the class statistics, akin to that performed in recursive least squares processing [10] . This update encourages the class statistics to track changes, such as those due to illumination, that cause the features to vary over time.
At each frame we thus produce a binary image whose "on" pixels correspond to those pixels classified as belonging to the mouth region. These binary images are then smoothed using a symmetric Gaussian filter with small kernel and normalized so that the maximum value is 255. This filtering generates an image that can be interpreted as a scaled probability density giving, at each pixel, the likelihood that the pixel belongs to the mouth region. Eye positions are recovered using a correlation tracker that is also manually initialized on the first frame. The tracker then determines eye locations in subsequent frames by selecting the point of highest correlation between a template (selected in the previous frame) and the new image. This has performed well on sequences where the head motion is small. More robust support to ensure adequate performance during events such as eye-blinks has not yet been implemented. Recent systems, e.g. [4] have demonstrated correlation based eye trackers that can handle such situations. These attributes could be easily incorporated into our current system.
Results from the segmentation and filtering process are shown in the figures in Section 5.
ECM Overview
The Expectation Constrained Maximization (ECM) algorithm [11] couples a probabilistic imaging model with knowledge of an articulated object structure (as modeled by open and closed kinematic chains) to recover articulated object posture from video sequences. The configuration in space of each body in the object is specified by the body's 3D mean ( ) and inertial Euler angle rotations ( ½ , ¾ ) that are measured relative to a fixed coordinate system. These rotational parameters are used to form a rotation matrix, Ê Ç , giving the orientation of body relative to an inertial frame Ç. As each body is symmetric, only two rotational components are needed. The ECM algorithm proceeds as follows. Each incoming frame is segmented and filtered as previously discussed. This smoothed image is interpreted as a probability distribution corresponding to a mixture of AE Gaussians, one for the projection of each body onto the imaging plane. Thus, image sites, Ü ´Ü Ýµ, are regarded as having been generated by a distribution with density, Ô´Ü ¨µ È AE ½ « Ô ´Ü µ. Mixture mode is characterized by the mixing weight « (the a priori probability of component ), the statistics ( mean and covariance, ¾ ¦ ¾ ) and the density, Ô . The assumption of Gaussian densities is not essential although it does make the mathematics fairly tractable. The lip geometry is shown in Figure 1 ; here AE . Three-dimensional posture estimates for all components from the previous step (assumed valid), denoted ¢´× µ , are projected, using scaled orthography 1 onto the segmented image. This projection provides an estimate of the two-dimensional mixture statistics,´× µ . The statistics are then updated via a step of the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [5, 17] , to produce component 2D statistics,¨·. The 3D inertial parameters are inferred (as discussed below) from these 2D statistics and collected into the vector
This intermediate 3D update is seldom kinematically feasible. Thus, we project this step back to a manifold determined by a set of non-linear constraints ( ´¨µ ¼) specifying kinematically feasible configurations. The update, ¢ · is first projected to the constraint manifold tangent plane. This is followed by a Newton-Raphson (NR) iteration to bring this tangent plane projection onto the manifold proper [11, 8, 7] . At termination of the NR, we have determined ¢´× ·½µ , a new, kinematically valid, estimate of the model parameters. This estimate is then projected back onto the image plane, a new EM step taken and the process repeated. We iterate over each frame until the step generated by the EM is roughly orthogonal to the constraint manifold. This condition implies the model matches the data optimally in the least squares sense.
As noted above, the 3D parameters must be inferred from the 2D mixture statistics. Assuming scaled orthography, we can take the upper 2x2 matrix of the full 3D component covariance, ¦ ¿ to be equivalent to the 2x2 observed 2D covariance matrix, ¦ ¾ [9] .
Equating terms, a system of non-linear equations can be formed relating the 3D inertial rotation parameters of each body ( ½ , ¾ ) to the corresponding observed 2D statistics. To arrive at a closed form solution for the 3D orientations, additional knowledge in the form of shape and orientation constraints is employed. In [11] a shape constraint is enforced using a set of 3D model eigenvalues specifying the assumed shape (length and width) of each body in the chain. The observed 2D statistics are "clamped" to ensure they are consistent with these assumed 3D model eigenvalues. It can be shown that determination of the 3D ¾ rotations can be done without explicit dependence on the numerical value of these 3D model eigenvalues. (The choice of these eigenvalues does exert an influence when the components are projected back into the image to begin another EM iteration.)
The ½ rotations are computed in a similar fashion using an orientation constraint. The interested reader is referred to reference [11] for additional details on the ECM algorithm.
Kinematic Lip Model
This section develops the geometric constraint equations relating the lip components to each other and to the face as a whole. These equations determine the constraint manifold (the system ´¨µ ¼) employed by the ECM algorithm described above in Section 3.
These constraints ensure the kinematic structure of the lip model (e.g. specified interconnections between components) remains valid as we position the four body model at an appropriate location, orientation and extension so that it optimally aligns with the lip segment data.
The lips are located on the face and related to other facial features via several constraints outlined in this section. Figure 1 shows the overall geometry of the head and face and introduces notation that will be used below. 
C1: General configuration of lip components.
The four lip components are connected, thus intersections must occur between certain components. This constraint can be written as:
Here, the tuples assume the values´½ ¾µ,´½ µ,´¾ ¿µ, and´¿ µ. The notation, indicates the scalar triple product ( ¡´ ¢ µ). Equation (1) forces the three vectors to be coplanar ensuring their intersection.
C2: Bounds on Component Intersection Distances
The actual intersection distances between component and , denoted Ø can be found in terms of the vectors ½ , ½ , and ¡ , according to the expression, Ø ´¡ ¢ ½ μ ½µ´ ½µ ´ ½ µ¢´ ½µ ¾ . While not fixed, we do require these lengths to be bounded,
The values Ä and Í are fixed a priori constants.
C3: Symmetry Constraints on Distance
Terms. While equations (1) and (2) enforce a specific structure on the parameter estimation process, they may not be enough to ensure that a valid lip posture is recovered. Because the intersection distance parameters, Ø ,
are not fixed, they may simply adjust to account for the data variations. A symmetry constraint on the distance terms acts to ameloriate this problem.
The tuples ´ µ ´ Ðµ take on the values ´½ ¾µ ´¾ ½µ , ´¿ µ ´ ¿µ , ´½ µ ´¾ ¿µ , and ´ ½µ ´¿ ¾µ , The terms, × , take the value ·½ or ½ to ensure the product, × Ø is positive. (The intersection distances, Ø , are signed.)
This constraint may limit the realizable lip posture space that our approach can recover. However, many lip motions, e.g. English speech, as well as common expressions, are fairly symmetric in nature. Also, it is unlikely that subtle asymmetries (often appropriate in animation) can be reliably recovered from the image regions we process. It is probably better, then, to estimate a reasonable structure reliably and modify the extracted data if appropriate, e.g. in the case where the estimates are used to drive an animation. Symmetry constraints also provide a mechanism for dealing with occlusion, e.g., as the head turns away from the camera so that far side lip components can no longer be observed. In this case, we can account for the unobserved components by reflecting the near side components parameters we can estimate (using the observed near side segments) about the head sagittal plane.
C4: Orientation
Constraint. An orientation constraint is also employed to ensure the lip components wrap around the face in the gentle curve determined by the dental arc. The principal axes of the four lip components, taken two at a time, span a total of six planes. 
Here,´ µ assumes the values´½ ¾µ and´¿ µ specializing equation (5) for the two cases.
Ô À × defines a point in the head sagittal plane midway between the eyes.
Results presented in the next section, do not reflect enforcing component/component intersection bounds. Enforcing these inequality constraints in the NR iteration is a current area of algorithm refinement.
Results
Data from three sequences is shown 2 . In the first, the subject is saying "Two, " in the second, saying the word "One," and in the third making a surprise expression. The first sequence was collected on a R5000 175 MHz SGI O2 at frame rate (30 fps). The second two sequences were collected using an R4600 132 MHz SGI Indy, at a sample rate of about 3 frames per second. All three sequences were collected using a Sony Handy-Cam at 24-bit color and 320x240 resolution (further subsampled to around 160x120 pixels).
Results from the "Two" sequence are shown in Figure 2 . The top row shows isodensity contours superimposed on the lip segments produced by our segmentation algorithm; this segment is the data our algorithm actually processes. The second row shows the same contours on top of the corresponding intensity image. Note, that the inner density contour does a good job of encircling the mouth interior region. The interior of this inner contour can be searched for the presence of the tongue and teeth, visible in some frames, which may prove useful for speechreading systems. As can be seen, the outer and inner isodensity contours track shape changes similar to active contours.
Spline fits to the posture parameters for the same frames are shown in the bottom two rows. Such curves are useful for tasks such as motion visualization and animation. In addition, such contours can provide useful features for analysis activities, such as visual speech recognition as powerfully demonstrated by Kaucic et al. [12] . The orthographic projection of the 3D spline onto the imaging plane is shown in the third row. The full 3D spline is shown at the bottom. The 3D spline is shown for each frame but from different view points. In the third 3D frame, note the curve corresponding to the bend of the lips around the face. This is a result of the orientation constraint C4. The generation of 3D data is an important distinction between our estimates and much dynamic contour work. The latter typically recovers estimates of contour location in the imaging plane. Our contour is an estimate of mouth location in 3D. Another, less significant difference, is that our contour, based as it is on the region data, lies roughly through the center of the lips rather than around the lips.
The splines curves were produced using cubic B-splines with control points determined from the estimated posture data. We take the control points equal to the component means and component/component intersections. The component means, as well as the horizontal intersections (i.e. between components 2 and 3 and between 1 and 4) are used as repeated control points so that the contour interpolates these points. This is consistent with our intuition that the component means are reliable estimates of lip position and should lie on a contour approximating the lips. Figure 3 show selected frames from the "One" sequence and Figure 4 shows the "Surprise" sequence. An alternate visualization technique is used in these sequences. Namely, the projections of 3D body outlines and component axes onto the image. Because we are actually estimating a mixture, these component projections are, in effect, also isodensity contours. Indicating the posture in this manner is particularly useful to demonstrate the prismatic nature of the component/component joints that account for extension and compression of the lips. As can be seen, the algorithm effectively tracks changes in lip movement. It matches the filtered segments, the data it is actually tracking, quite well.
It is important to note that the "Surprise" sequence ( Figure 4) consists of only the 4 frames shown (a result of the short expression duration and slow capture rate on the Indy). Thus, the difference in segment positions between the first and second frames is considerable, likewise for the third and fourth. Nevertheless, the algorithm remains stable and finds a reasonable posture at all frames in the sequence.
While our posture estimation system consistently recovers postures that match the segments, some discrepancies between the estimates and the intensity images are noticeable. This is primarily a result of the segmentation process that, as is typical of segmentation algorithms, will produce segments imperfectly matching the underlying object (in this case the lips). This is especially true of movements where the top lips pull up away from the teeth. For instance, in words such as "Test," expressions like a "toothy" smile, and in the central frames of the "Surprise sequence. In this case, very little segment is produced for the tails of the upper lip components and most of the component mass lies close to the top of the component near the intersection point. The estimation process thus produces components which tend to have excessive in-plane rotation, matching the segments, but not necessarily our more intuitive expectation of the mouth as defined by its corners.
The addition of more components to the model should ameloriate this problem. Towards this end we have designed and are currently evaluating a 6 body lip model that uses 2 modes for each of the upper lip components. Even without this modification, the current framework effectively captures the posture of the lips using realistic image segments.
Summary
This paper has delineated a novel, model-based lip representation and demonstrated its use for recovery of lip posture in a video sequences. The approach can serve as a substrate for the construction of facial analysis (e.g. expression recognition and speechreading) and synthesis (e.g. animation) systems. The representation describe herein is attractive for a variety of reasons. These include: Use of regions: parameters are estimated from image regions that can be reliably recovered from noisy image sequences using robust color segmentation techniques such as the scheme presented in Section 2. Sparse image representation: mouth posture is described by a small number (20) of parameters, considerably less than pixel based representations and fewer than some dynamic contour models. Rich representation: gross shape is determined from component means and intersection locations. Finer variations in mouth shape can be determined either directly from the estimated parameters as contours of constant density, or as a spline fit to the component means and intersection points. Other features can also be extracted from the model. For instance, we can compute the features mentioned by Massaro and Stork in their work on speechreading [14] (inner and outer width and height and horizontal separation of lip peaks). 3D model: a three-dimensional model is employed and 3D parameters estimated. We believe this feature ensures consistent posture estimation despite large head motion, a hypothesis we are currently evaluating. Three-dimensional posture estimates may also prove useful for synthesis tasks.
